
 

 

 

 

PREMIUM TARIFF AUSTRIA 

Forwarding insurance 

Warehouse insurance 

 
Lagermax – Forwarding / Warehouse premium table as  of 01.01.2024 

all premiums including statutory insurance tax 

 

 

Amount of insurance 
Forwarding insurance | 

National  
Warehouse insurance | 

International* 
Warehouse insurance | 

Premium 

up to EUR EUR per shipment EUR per shipment EUR per shipment 

2,500 2,90 4,35 5,80 

5,000 5,80 8,70 11,60 

7,500 8,60 12,90 17,20 

10,000 11,30 16,95 22,60 

15,000 16,20 24,30 32,40 

20,000 21,10 31,65 42,20 

25,000 25,40 38,10 50,80 

50,000 44,60 66,90 89,20 

100,000 73,70 110,55 147,40 

150,000 104,70 157,05 209,40 

200,000 133,80 200,70 267,60 

300,000 160,50 240,75 321,00 

from / up to EUR per mille f. goods value per mille f. goods value per mille f. goods value 

above 300,000 
0,43 0,65 0,86 

up to 1,500,000 

 
 

* For transports from DE to AT on ex works basis and vice versa on free to door. 

According to the General Austrian Forwarder´s Terms and Conditions, the freight forwarder is obliged to cover 

the forwarding insurance for each forwarding order at the expense of the customer. Exception: Written 

forwarding insurance prohibition declaration. 

The respective value of the goods must be used to determine the premium. If no value of the goods is known, the 
forwarder will determine an assessment basis in accordance with the general Austrian Forwarders`Terms and 
Conditions (underinsurance is possible due to lack of knowledge of the actual value of the goods). 

The warehouse insurance premium is due upon storage and monthly afterwards. 

 
With a separate order, we cover our own transport insurance on attractive conditions. 
 
**Contents without prejudice to the factual and legal situation without claim to completeness. 
 

 
Validitiy of our terms and conditions: We, the Lagermax Logistics Austria GmbH point out, that we perform our service as a logistics services provider on the basis of our general terms and 
conditions, available at LMX Logistics Austria (lagermax.com). We expressly object to any declaration of value or interest, in particular those which may increase the maximum liability amounts 
provided for in international conventions. 
Validity of the AÖSp: In addition, the General Austrian Forwarders Terms and Conditions (AÖSp), in the currently valid version, available on the Internet in English and German 
at https://www.wko.at/oe/transport-verkehr/spedition-logistik/allgemeine-geschaeftsbedingungen, apply.  
Jurisdiction: All disputes between the parties are governed by Austrian law, excluding the provisions of the international private law (IPR). All disputes between the parties, including disputes on the 
existence of agreements between the parties, shall be decided exclusively by the court having subject-matter jurisdiction for the municipality of A-5020 Salzburg. Contractual languages are both 
German and English.  
 

https://www.lagermax.com/Content%20Lagermax/Service%20Tools/Allgemeine%20Gesch%C3%A4ftsbedingungen/Lagermax%20Logistics%20Austria/Lagermax%20Logistics%20Austria%20als%20Auftragnehmer%20-%20Allgemeine%20Gesch%C3%A4ftsbedingungen.pdf
https://www.wko.at/oe/transport-verkehr/spedition-logistik/allgemeine-geschaeftsbedingungen

